The production of He, Li, Be, Be, B, C, N, 0, and F has been studied in the reaction 90-MeV He+ " 'Ag. Although the yields of the heavier elements are orders of magnitude less than for He, the energy spectra, charge, and angular distributions indicate that an equilibrium statistical process is responsible for the production of these heavy nuclei in the backward hemisphere. 
The typical compound-nucleus decay populates two very distinct mass regions. Evaporation produces nuclei with mgsses of four or less, while fission produces nuclei close to one-half the mass of the compound nucleus. The mass regions populated are so different that the two decay processes have been generally considered to be also quite different, as indicated even by their names. Such a dichotomy is stressed in the formalisms commonly used to calculate the decay widths. Light-particle evaporation is treated by applying the principle of detailed balance to connect the compound nucleus with the residue nucleus plus evaporated particle at infinite separation, whereas the transition-state formalism' applied to the saddle point is used for fission decay.
Recently, several authors have tried to reconcile these apparently different formalisms to treat the different decay modes of the compound nucleus. ' ' In fm. The addition of 2 fm was done to obtain rough agreement with the energy spectra. The temperature (Tz ) was evaluated using E Bz-= aT~'. A compound-nucleus excitation energy (E) of 102 MeV (the value for full. momentum transfer) and a level density parameter (a) of A/8 were assumed. The calculated yields [Eq.
(1)] for each isotope were multiplied by 21 + 1 (where I is the ground-state spin of the light partner) and then summed. The theoretical yields were calculated as a ratio I'z /I", and have been normalized to the data at Z= 6 in Fig.  3 .
The agreement between the data (circles) and this simple equilibrium statistical calculation (solid line) is exceptionally good for Z = 3-9.
The calculation underpredicts the e-particle yield because it only takes into account firstchance emission, whereas substantial amounts of highe r-chance n emission occur. P recompound emission is expected to leave the compound nucl. eus with a broad excitation energy distribution with a most probable value" of -82
MeV. A calculation (dashed line) with this lower excitation energy also reproduces the rel. ative yields of the heavy products quite well but overpredicts the yield of first-chance a. emission. agreement covering five orders of magnitude depicted in Fig. 3 does indicate that an equilibrated process is responsible for the emission of these complex nuclei.
The angular distributions in the c.m. system are shown in Fig. 4 . From -100' to 180' the angular distributions change from flat to backward peaked as the product mass increases. Such an increase in anisotropy with increasing particle mass is wel. l understood from angul. ar momentum considerations and discussed in some detail in Ref. 3. These angular distributions, which for the heaviest elements have a minimum at - 90', are consistent with an equilibrium process for the complex nuclei observed in the backward
